ADVENTURE & CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Tour Itinerary

08h00 - Depart from ICC

Depart Durban and travel inland to the site of Nelson Mandela’s capture in 1962 which led to his
imprisonment on Robben Island. Continue to Karkloof Reserve for your adventurous Canopy Tour which
has been built in a spectacular valley of the mist belt podacarpus Karkloof Forest Reserve. The tour
includes long swooping slides over the forest canopy, stops below a 15 metre waterfall and takes in wider
views across the beautiful Karkloof valley. The canopy tour involves traversing from one platform to
another along a steel cable suspended up to 30m above the forest floor. The tour comprises seven
platforms and eight slides that zig-zag down a pristine forested valley. The scenery and birdlife is
spectacular and professional guides provide interesting facts about the forest ecology during the tour.
A light lunch is included.
This afternoon we visit Mpophomeni for a Zulu Tourism Experience which is an ideal way to experience
indigenous South African Culture. The village is located in the scenic Natal Midlands and offers a unique
experience of traditional Zulu hospitality. You will be introduced to the rich local history, fascinating
traditional culture, vibrant township life and warm and welcoming people that make up Mpophomeni.
Dedicated to enriching and empowering the local community, the Zulu-Mpophomeni Tourism Experience
is a grass roots organization that embodies the qualities of Ubuntu, and is a heart-warming and inspiring
showcase for the innovative and determined spirit of the people of Mpophomeni.
Time permitting; enjoy some midlands shopping before returning to Durban around 17:00.
17:00 - Return to ICC

Passenger Information
Tour Code

ADV000

Duration

Full Day

Date

06 August

Price

R1840.00

Minimum

5 Adults

Vehicle

Air-conditioned vehicle to suit group size.

Included

Transportation, sightseeing as per itinerary, entrance fees, services of a registered
English speaking guide and light lunch.

Excluded

Gratuities, drinks and items of a personal nature.

Activity Level

High

Comments

Adventure & Cultural Tour. Passengers must not be afraid of heights!

